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Need Alpines?
No problem.

Rotary Tables Prove Success for this
Pharmaceutical Application
Accumulate up to 250 lbs. of product at 2 to 5
repetitions per minute!
Multi-Conveyor LLC recently built two 48" diameter 11 gauge
Mild Steel Rotary Tables for a pharmaceutical application. The
tables easily adapt to varying size and shape products showing the
versatility of these systems for many applications.
This project will be accumulating bottles from 1 to 4 inches square
by 2 to 7 inches in height. Product can be bulk loaded or scattered
randomly before passing around the "spring rail" that gently aligns
the bottles into a single lane.
The tables were designed with the appropriate motor size to
accommodate 250 pounds of product on the accumulator at one
time, while running from 2-5 revolutions per minute.
The rotary table has one DC motor controller which is run on
standard 110 volt, single phase electrical output, which can be used
in most any area of the production floor without special wiring.
The customer requested stationary foot supports, vs. a portable
system, which is common for a rotary design, along with standard
guide rails.
Click here to see two videos and learn more about Multi-Conveyor's
rotary solutions for accumulation and unscrambling of products.
Or, visit our Video Gallery where you can view nearly 30 brief
videos showing recent equipment and devices Multi-Conveyor has
built to solve a myriad of conveying solutions. We'll get your
products moving in the right direction.

Multi-Conveyor excels in
elevating product with our Alpine
style conveyors. These small
footprint systems will
accumulate product quickly when
you are filling, capping, labeling,
case packing or bulk transporting
but need to allow time for product
to be moved to the next process
in your packaging line. Watch
videos by clicking here.

Visit us Nov. 2-5, 2014 in booth
S-3414 - Learn more!

Tweet us, Follow us,
Like us!

Call today: 1-800-236-7960
Multi-Conveyor...
your best, conveyed
better.
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